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Special Dates
June 16th – Father’s Day
June 21st- First Day of Summer
June 26th –Librarian

Song
“The Wheels on the Bus”

The wheels on the bus go round and
round
Round and round, round and round
The wheels on the bus go round and
round, all through the town.
The wipers on the bus go swish
swish swish, swish swish swish.
The wipers on the bus go swish
swish swish all through the town.
Horn – beep
Babies – wah
Mommies – shh
Daddies – read the news
And so on!!










Skills we will be Working On:
Pre-reading Skills
Repeating or echoing words in
forming sentences
Listening to stories and labelling
pictures
Math Skills
Counting from 1 to 20 and some
number recognition (calendar)
Counting objects and sorting them
into containers
Motor Skills
Practice using tongs during
mealtimes (bread and veggie)
Practise balancing and jumping




Self Help Skills
Practice pulling the chair closer to
the table during mealtimes
Practice putting on shoes and jacket
independantly
Science Skills
Labelling colours and matching them
Distinguishing between different
environmental sounds eg. Birds
chirping, lawn being mowed etc
Social Skills
Practice turn taking with a friend
during two person games
Using language with others: eg. using
6 to 8 word sentences, “Can I have
more lunch please?”

How Does Learning Happen?
Every child has a sense of belonging when he or she
is connected to others and contributes to their world.
Every child is developing a sense of self, health and
well-being. Every child is an active and engaged
learner who explores the world with body, mind and
senses.
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Ideas For You To Do At Home
Encourage your child to dress
themselves on their own, giving them a
choice between two to three items at
one time. This allows your child to gain
self-esteem in making their own
decisions, fosters independence and
allows for growth. At the same time,
language both expressive and receptive
is encouraged and developed. Praise for
all efforts and make it fun and exciting!
Decision making can be difficult as it is
so let’s be positive and encouraging.
Have fun!

